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Applying operando investigations is becoming essential for acquiring fundamental insights into the reaction
mechanisms and phenomena at stake in batteries currently under development. The capability of a real-time
characterization of the charge/discharge electrochemical pathways and the reactivity of the electrolyte is critical to decipher the underlying chemistries and improve the battery performance. Yet, adapting
operando techniques for new chemistries such as metal-oxygen ( i.e. metal-air) batteries introduces challenges in the cell design
due notably to the requirements of an oxygen gas supply at the cathode. Herein a simple operandocell is presented
with a two-compartment cylindrical cell design for NMR spectroscopy. The design is discussed and evaluated.
Operando 7 Li static NMR characterization on a Li –O 2 battery was performed as a proof-of-concept. The productions of Li 2 O 2 , mossy Li/Li dendrites and other irreversible parasitic lithium compounds were captured in the
charge/discharge processes, demonstrating the capability of tracking the evolution of the anodic and cathodic
chemistry in metal-oxygen batteries.

1. Introduction
The rechargeable lithium-oxygen (Li –O 2 ) – or lithium-air – battery
has recently attracted much attention as a possible high-energy storage
alternative to lithium ion battery. Theoretically, it offers a signi fi cant
high speci fic energy ~3500 W h kg 1 in the discharged state (based on
the formation oflithium peroxide Li 2 O 2 as a discharge product from the
reaction of Li ions and O 2 gas) by combining the light lithium metal and
the natural abundance of oxygen supply as the active materials [ 1–4 ].
Despite this, the development of Li –O 2 batteries is still at its infancy and
has not yet attained its full working potential. Fundamental insights on
the reaction pathways during charge and discharge are needed to
improve Li –O 2 batteries’ performance further. Various advanced in situ
(or operando) characterization techniques have played valuable roles for
extracting the real-time chemistries in Li –O 2 batteries. For example, in
situ microscopy techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
[ 5] or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [ 6] have unfolded the
morphologies of the discharge products ( e.g. Li 2 O 2 ) and their evolution
during cycling; or the use of operandoX-ray diffraction (XRD) for identifying in real-time the crystalline Li 2 O 2 product [ 7]. A comprehensive

summary of the in situ and operando characterizations to probe the interfaces of Li –O 2 batteries can be found in a recent review [ 2].
While the studies above have evidenced the main discharge product
as Li 2 O 2 in non-carbonated based electrolytes such as glymes, other
techniques such as X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [ 8,9 ] or
differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) [ 10–12]
demonstrated that parasitic reactions involving electrolyte solutions,
Li 2 O 2 and carbon electrodes occur on charge. Notably, DEMS experiments have shown that the amount of O 2 released in charge is lower than
what is expected from the 2e /O 2 ratio for the decomposition of Li 2 O 2
[ 10,12,13]. In the case of electrolytes based on 1,2-dimethoxyethane
(DME), parasitic reactions are observed even at very low potentials in
charge and are responsible for the formation of compounds such as CO 2 ,
Li 2 CO 3 , lithium-formate and -acetate [ 8,9 ,14 ,15]. While these reactions
were fi rst ascribed to the reactivity of electrolyte or carbon with superoxides and peroxides, more recently, the critical role of highly reactive
singlet 1 O 2 has been brought to attention [ 3,4 ,10,13,16]. It was found
that the singlet 1 O 2 forms from superoxide and peroxide during
discharge, and mostly in the early stages of charge at low potential
(< 3.5V). The reactivity of the singlet oxygen with the cell components is
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responsible for most parasitic reactions in DME-based electrolytes and
explains the formation of parasitic products such as Li 2 CO 3 , Li-formate
and -acetate [ 3 ,4 ,10,17 ].
Ex situ solid-state NMR has been applied to Li –O 2 batteries [ 18 –23 ].
These studies may not provide a realistic view of the battery reactions
and may lead to biased data and misinterpretation, particularly knowing
the high reactivity of products formed in Li –O 2 batteries. On the contrary,
in situ (or operando)NMR has yet to be exploited for Li –O 2 (or metal-O 2 in
general) studies, although NMR characterization can provide complementary information on amorphous products. This is attributed to the
challenges ofincorporating an O 2 gas electrode in a working NMR cell or
probe.
The current operandoNMR development has been mostly focused on
the cell designs, which must adapt to the NMR requirements ( e.g. nonmetallic materials, electrode size) and must present speci fi c characteristics for electrochemistry ( e.g. hermetical sealing and good mechanical
pressure on the stack). Few designs – such as plastic flat bag, plastic
cylindrical Swagelok and plastic capsule – have found successes in Li-ion
batteries [ 24 ,25 ]. It is also worth mentioning that aclever NMR cell
design based on a plastic jelly-roll cell was recently introduced [ 26],
allowing for the fi rst time in situ MAS experiments ( i.e. stop-and-MAS) to
be carried out without dismantling the cell. Despite the advancements,
these cell designs mostly apply to metal or metal-ion chemistries based
on intercalation or insertion and do not allow to monitor more complex
battery chemistries. Indeed, performing operandoNMR on metal-oxygen
batteries brings additional challenges with the need for oxygen in the
cell. There are two options that can be considered: (1) an open-gas system
which allows a continuous flow of gas to the porous cathode; or (2) a
close system with a gas reservoir directly connected to the porous cathode. A recent design of an open system was patented but has yet been
fully explored [ 27 ]. Herein, we introduce a close system design with a
double-compartment cylindrical cell, where one cylinder operates as a
gas reservoir and the other hosts the electrodes stack. The advantages of a
close-gas design are the easy handling of the operando experiments,
without the need to connect to a gas supply, and eliminate the possibility
of electrolyte evaporation through gas flow. The drawback is the limited
gas supply for the redox reactions. As a proof of concept study, two
complete charge/discharge cycles of a Li –O 2 cell were analyzed with
operando 7 Li NMR.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Description of the electrochemical NMR cell
The general criteria of an electrochemical NMR cell for operando(and
in situ) measurements are as the following: (i) be built from non-metallic
materials to eliminate interference with the strong magnetic fi eld; (ii)
provide robust airtightness and cell compression for cyclability and
durability; (iii) allow for suf fi cient electrode mass loading for detection
sensitivity, and lastly (iv) the cell geometry must take into account the
space available inside the probehead. In addition to these criteria, the cell
introduced herein is also complicated by the oxygen gas electrode. As
shown in Fig. 1 , we address this by a design of two-joined cylinders. The
top large cylinder consists of a gas chamber (with a 65 5 mm 3 ) and a long
9 mm screw cap connected to a smaller cylinder hosting the electrodes.
The benefit of the two compartments design is that it allows a larger
volume for the O 2 storage to give suf fi cient O 2 for the redox reactions,
while the smaller compartment provides greater B 1 effi ciency from the rf
coil. Moreover, it ensures a good pressure on the cell stack through the
junction of the two compartments, as no suitable spring can be used inside the NMR magnet. A series of gas passages (with a diameter of 0.5
mm) are integrated into the connecting screw cap allowing the gas passage from the gas chamber to the electrodes. The gas chamber is sealed
with a top cap consisting of 1.2 mm diameter inlet- and outlet-gas silicone tubings, which are regulated by Omni fit® connectors. For a closegas system used in this study, these connectors are closed after the gas
injection. However, the design could readily adopt an open system by
directly connecting a gas source through the inlet tubing during the
operando measurements. The remote distance from the electrode should
prevent electrolyte evaporation by the gas flow. Lastly, the doublecompartment design could, in principle, allow for an independent large
volume rf coil around the gas chamber for monitoring the gas content
with an individual circuit.
Circular electrodes are hosted at the smaller cylinder center with a
stacking arrangement from top to bottom: cathode/separator/anode.
Substantially, the cathode ( i.e. gas electrode) is in direct contact with the
above gas chamber through the gas passages. The electrodes are compressed by the torque tension generated by two long screw caps, each
with a length of 9 mm and with a pitch thread of 1 mm. A 0.8 mm Cu-wire
– as a current collector – is inserted at both ends of the cell contacting the
anode and cathode. The entire cell body is made of polyether ether ketone (PEEK), which has the essential properties for an NMR battery cell:

Fig. 1. Design of a M
O 2 cell for operandoNMR experiment. (a) Schematic drawing and model of the double-compartment cylindrical cell, showing the two joint
cylinders acting as a chamber for either the gas or the electrodes. (b) Photograph and model of the cell mounted on the NMR probehead. The cell is under a c
lose-gas
setup. (c) Gas- fi lling station showing the direction of the gas flow.
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2.2.3. Ex situ characterization
XRD and SEM characterizations were performed on discharged electrodes after disassembling the cell. A RU-200B rotating anode X-ray
generator using monochromatized Mo radiation ( λ ¼ 0.7093 Å) was used
for XRD measurements. Spherical diffraction patterns were acquired
using a photo-sensitive plate that was digitized using a scanner. We used
the FIT2D [ 31] software to integrate the diffraction patterns. We
collected the SEM images using a SEM-FEG Zeiss Ultra 55 model operating at 3 kV. To avoid reactivity with air before-and-during the XRD
measurement, samples were protected with Kapton tape in the glovebox
before the measurement. For SEM, electrodes were stored in argon before
being quickly placed ( < 30 s) into the microscope to minimize as much as
possible air exposure.

rigid non-conductive material, resistant to mechanical stress [ 28] and
chemically inert to metallic lithium and conventional electrolytes used in
batteries [ 25]. Nitrile O-rings ensure hermetic sealing of the cell at all
interlocking.
2.2. Experimental procedure
2.2.1. Operando NMR
7
Li NMR was carried out on a Bruker Avance II spectrometer operating at a frequency of 194.02 MHz with an 11.75 T NMR magnet with a
single channel automatic tuning matching (ATM) NMR probe (NMR
Service GmbH). The probe allows a rapid automated frequency tuning
before each sequential spectral acquisition during the operando measurements. The probe also accommodates the connections for galvanostatic measurements with the potentiostat. A detail description of the
ATM and its experimental setup can be found in Ref. [ 29].
The probehead was modi fied with a cylindrical Plexiglas holder
supporting the double-compartment cylindrical cell at an upright position ( Fig. 1 b). This permits using a saddle coil wrapped closely around
the center of the small cylinder containing the electrodes for an optimal
sensitivity (maximum filling factor) in the data acquisition. The coil offers a 50% B 1 homogeneity for the entire detection volume (~900 mm 3 );
a higher % is expected for the electrode cell ( < 115 mm 3 ) centered at the
coil.
Operando spectra were collected by a series of 32 sequential singlepulse experiments during the 64 h potential cycling using a single π/4
pulse (4.5 μs), each with a 5 s recycle delay, 200 kHz sweep width, and a
1400 scan. Each individual operandospectrum was processed and phased
individually in the Bruker Topspin software. The chemical shift was
referenced to an external 1 M LiCl at 0 ppm.
The line fi ttings were carried out with the DMFit program [ 30] using
a Gaussian/Lorentzian line shape function. The error bars were deduced
by propagating the errors reported for the fitted line width and amplitude. Data processing was done in Excel. Note that the operando NMR
measurements were repeated twice with the same Li –O 2 electrode
components using the double-compartment cell. The similar spectral
results illustrate the potential of data reproducibility ( Fig. S1 ).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Cycling performance of the NMR cell for Li–O2 chemistry
Before performing operandomeasurements on a Li –O 2 system, we first
veri fi ed the reliability of the Li –O 2 cell chemistry outside the NMR probe
in the dedicated cell, which means evaluating the cycling performance
and the cell ’ s ability to support Li –O 2 discharge and charge. In particular,
we examined the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) on a carbon nanotubes (CNTs) electrode through galvanostatic cycling. Fig. 2 a shows the potential pro fi le as a function of capacity (per carbon weight) at a current rate of 100 mA g c 1 with a capacity
fi xed at 1000 mAh g c 1 in a 1 M lithium bis(tri fluoromethanesulfonyl)
imide (LiTFSI) in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) electrolyte. To evaluate
the cell ’ s reproducibility, a similar measurement on carbon black electrode was performed ( Fig. S2 ) with a capacity limited at 500 mAh g c 1 . A
single plateau is observed around 2.5 –2.6 V Li in discharge for both CNTs
(Fig. 2 a) and carbon black electrodes ( Fig. S2b ), in good agreement with
literature [ 32–37]. The electrochemical signature of the cell points thus
toward the formation of the expected discharge product Li 2 O 2 following
the reaction:
2Li þ þ 2e þ O2

Li 2 O2

The polarization is modest regarding to the thermodynamic potential
for the formation of Li 2 O 2 (E Li2O2 ¼ 2.96 V Li [ 1]). The overpotential is
also low in charge, with a charge plateau and the end of charge potential
around 3.7 –3.8 V Li . This is promising as carbon-based electrodes have
usually charging potentials above 4 V Li [ 34,38], but in line with the end
of charge potentials reported in the literature for CNT-based electrodes
(between 3.3 and 4.0 V) [ 35–37]. While the electrochemistry results hint
at the formation and decomposition of Li 2 O 2 during discharge/charge
processes, it is yet important to keep in mind that the galvanostatic
cycling re flects only the evolution of the potential and the current
generated, whether or not the latter results from wanted or unwanted
electrochemical processes such as the degradation of the electrolyte or
the electrode [ 13].
In terms of cycling stability, charge and discharge plateaus are
maintained for a dozen of cycles at a capacity of 500 mAh g c 1 for carbon
black electrodes ( Fig. S2b ) and at least 4 cycles for the CNTs electrodes at
a capacity of 1000 mAh g c 1 (Fig. 2 a). The cyclability is modest as expected for Li –O 2 cells. Globally, the NMR dedicated cell cycling is comparable for the first few cycles to literature and is thus suitable for
operando measurements [ 3,4,36,37]. Fig. 2 b shows the ex situ XRD
pattern of a CNT cathode at the end of the fi rst discharge. The dominant
peak situated at around 12 refers to the pristine CNT substrate ( Fig. S3 ).
(2 θ) correspond to the
Three other peaks located at 15.0, 16.0 and 18.5
crystalline Li 2 O 2 phase, which is the expected discharge product. These
XRD results consequently veri fi ed that the ideal Li –O 2 electrochemistry is
taking place inside our NMR dedicated cell. The morphology of Li 2 O 2
formed during discharge is highly dependent on the electrode materials
and electrolyte, both in fluencing the reaction pathway, from a surface

2.2.2. Li –O2 cell assembly and electrochemistry
The positive electrodes were prepared using either high surface area
Carbon black or Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs). Carbon black electrodes were
prepared by mixing Carbon Black Super P (99 þ %, Alfa Aesar) with
poly(tetra fluoroethylene) binder (PTFE, 60% wt. dispersion in H 2 O,
Sigma Aldrich) in a 9:1 ratio with isopropanol. The slurry obtained was
then deposited on a 6 mm diameter copper mesh (80 mesh). For the CNTs
cathodes, nanotubes produced by Chemical Vapor Deposition were
directly deposited on a copper mesh (6 mm in diameter). For both carbon
black and CNT cathodes, the density of carbon was around 1 mg cm 2 . In
C. Cell
each case, the electrodes were dried in vacuum for 24 h at 100
assembly was entirely conducted in an Ar- fi lled glovebox by stacking
inside the cell chamber the cathode, two glass micro fi ber separators
(Whatman GF/A) soaked with electrolyte and a 6 mm disk oflithium
M
metal (99.9%) as the negative electrode. The electrolyte used was 1
lithium bis(tri fluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI, 99.9%, Sigma
Aldrich) in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME, 99.5%, Acros Organics). Prior to
electrolyte ’ s preparation, the LiTFSI lithium salt was dried in vacuum for
24 h at 100 C.
After assembly in the glovebox, the Li –O 2 cells were transported to a
gas fi lling station ( Fig. 1 c), and purged with pure O 2 at 0.5 bar for ca. 15
min using Omni fit® connectors. After closing the gas-outlet, the inlet was
maintained open for 30 s to build up a positive pressure inside the cell.
Galvanostatic measurements were performed at room temperature
using a research-grade potentiostat (Biologic, SP50). The current density
1
(g c 1 ) of carbon (~0.1 mA cm 2 ) with a potential
was 100 mA g carbon
range of 2.0 –4.0 V Li . In some cases, the capacity was fi xed to 500 or 1000
mAh g c 1 .
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Galvanostatic Li –O 2 discharge-charge cycles at 100 mA g c 1 with a capacity limited at 1000 mAh g c 1 in the NMR cell with a CNTs electrode in 1 M LiTFSI in
DME. (b) XRD pattern of a CNTs electrode after one discharge at 100 mA g c 1 with a capacity limited at 1000 mAh g c 1 . The peaks are indexed with the 04-013-3506
ICDD card. (c) SEM image of a CNT electrode discharged up to 1000 mAh g c 1 at 100 mA g c 1 in 1 M LiTFSI in DME. Scale bar 1 μm.

dictated reaction to a solution route [ 2–4]. Thus, SEM analysis was
performed at the end of the fi rst discharge on both CNT and carbon black
electrodes as a complementary analysis to XRD to con fi rm further the
presence of Li 2 O 2 . Li 2 O 2 is evidenced in both electrodes in the form of
toroids, which grow around the carbon nanotubes in CNT electrodes
(Fig. 2 c) or deposit on the carbon surface in carbon black electrodes
(Fig. S2c ). The toroid is a characteristic shape of Li 2 O 2 crystal formation
from the disproportionation of LiO 2 intermediates formed in the solution
route [ 33,39]. Assuredly, the above ex situ results from XRD and SEM
have af fi rmed the double-compartment cylindrical cell ’ s reliability for
generating the ideal Li –O 2 electrochemistry.

bulk metal surface [ 40]. As expected at the beginning of cycling, no Li
dendrites are observed at around 270 ppm. Here, it should be emphasized that the observed NMR intensity corresponds solely to the microstructures at the metal ’ s surface rather than in its total mass. This is
ascribed to the skin effect when a radio frequency (rf) is applied. As such,
the measured intensity corresponds only to Li within the skin depth (d)
q
, where ρ
layer, which can be formulated by Ref. [ 41]: d ¼ ρ
ðπμ0 μr ωrf Þ

¼ 92.8 n Ω m is the resistivity of Li metal, μ0 ¼ 4 π 10 7 m kg A 2 s 2 is
the permeability of the vacuum, μr ¼ 1.00002 is the relative permeability
of Li metal. In this study at ωrf ¼ 2 π 193.8 MHz, the skin depth layer is
calculated to be 11 μm.
The spectral pro file at t ¼ 40 h after completing a full cycle has
changed noticeability ( Fig. 3 a), indicating the occurrence of electrochemical processes in the Li –O 2 cell. The spectrum can now be deconvoluted with fi ve different peaks. In particular, a broad resonance
centered at 4 ppm is apparent and indicates the presence of slow mobile
diamagnetic Li þ ions. We suspect these species to be the solid products
from (electro)chemistry reactions such as Li 2 O 2 and other parasitic
inorganic and organic compounds [ 19,42]. A detail deduction can be
found in Fig. S4 and will be further discussed. Exploiting these resolved Li
and Li þ contributions in the spectra, the operandoNMR data set (n ¼ 29

3.2. Operando 7Li NMR on a Li –O2 cell
A close-gas system of a Li –O 2 cell with a CNTs cathode in a LiTFSI/
DME electrolyte was characterized by operando 7 Li NMR. The spectral
profile obtained at t ¼ 2 h reveals two main resonances ( Fig. 3 a), a sharp
peak at 2.5 ppm associated to the fast mobile Li þ in the liquid electrolyte
(LiTFSI in DME) and a broad resonance at around 250 ppm related to the
Li metal anode, which can be deconvoluted into two peaks at 250 ppm for
pristine Li metal and 26 0 ppm for Li mossy-structures deposited on the

Fig. 3. Operando 7 Li NMR spectral results obtained
from a close-gas system of a Li –O 2 cell with a CNT
electrode in a 1 M LiTFSI in DME electrolyte. (a) NMR
line- fi tting of the operandospectra at t ¼ 2 (beginning
of discharge), 18 (end of the fi rst discharge) and 40 h
(end of fi rst charge) reveals the spectral evolution at
the different cycling periods. Five fi tted Gaussian/
Lorentzian lines are assigned to pristine Li-metal
(purple line at 249 ppm), mossy (green line at 259
ppm) and -dendritic (red line at 271 ppm) structures,
as well as a Li þ electrolyte (blue line at 2.5 ppm) and
solids (a broad orange line at 4 ppm). A more in-depth
deconvolution of the broad component at 4 ppm can
be found in Fig. S4 . (b) Time-dependence of the integrated peak areas plotted as a function of the cycling
period. The error bars, derived by DMFit [ 30], indicate the mis fi t. The mean errors across the cycling are
1.4% for Li-bulk, 2.7% for Li-mossy, 7.0% for
Li-dendrite, 0.3% for Li þ electrolyte and 2.0% for Li þ
solids. In the plot of Li þ electrolyte and solids lines,
the inserted numbers represent the slopes of the
tangent lines (dotted grey). (c) The galvanostatic
cycling was performed at 100 mA g c 1 during the
operandomeasurement. D1/C1 and D2/C2 correspond
to the discharge and charge of the fi rst and second
cycle, respectively.
4
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indirectly indicates that the oxidation of Li 2 O 2 to Li þ and O 2 is not
complete and that some Li is consumed in parasitic processes. The same
conclusion can be drawn from the evolution of the solid phases resonance
during C1 ( Fig. 3 b). If the discharge product Li 2 O 2 was fully oxidized
back to O 2 in charge, we should expect a decrease of the broad resonance
at 4 ppm. Instead, a stable evolution is noticed throughout C1, suggesting
irreversible products also formed, countering the decrease of signal
related to the reversible Li 2 O 2 product. These irreversible products could
ascribed from the decomposition of electrolyte, discharge products or
carbon electrode, and their signals have offset the decreasing of Li 2 O 2 .
Noticeably, the low charging voltage of around 3.8 V for the fi rst charge
hints at the release of singlet oxygen from Li 2 O 2 or LiO 2 reaction pathways [ 10]. The reactivity of singlet oxygen 1 O 2 with the cell components
such as the electrolyte solvent leads to Li formate, Li acetate and Li 2 CO 3
[ 3,4,10,17], that can here account for the behavior of the broad signal at
4 ppm. As shown in Fig. S4b , this broad signal at t ¼ 40 h (end of C1) can
be deconvoluted with two individual lines, one with a pair of quadrupolar satellite line (C Q ¼ 70 kHz, ηQ ¼ 0.7) and the other with a single
G/L. The former could be ascribed to Li þ -organic solids [ 43,44] and
Li 2 CO 3 [ 19 ], and the latter to Li 2 O 2 [ 19 ] along with other Li þ species
with insigni fi cant C Q . To avoid confusion, as illustrated in Fig. S4 , the
single fi tted G/L line at 4 ppm shown in Fig. 3 and its discussion is
ascribed to all Li þ solid products present in the reactions.
Apart from reactions products from the cathode, note also that the
broad signal at 4 ppm may also derived from anode degradation products
formed on the Li metal surface. While the XRD and SEM data could not
identify these unwanted irreversible products, the operandoNMR highlights some components some decomposition and the non-reversibility of
the redox reaction in the Li –O 2 cell in DME electrolyte. Based on the weak
reversibility of the Li plating on the anode, we can infer that the degradation products are formed in a quite large amount.
Finally, during the second cycle, as expected from Li metal stripping,
the intensity of the metal is depleting in D2 ( Fig. 3 b). Yet only a small
increase of the resonance related to solid Li þ -based products occurs,
suggesting a deficient production of Li 2 O 2 from the reduction of O 2 . It is
noteworthy that a rapid degradation of the cell performance begins in C2,
indicated by a long flat plateau in charge with a capacity exceeding the
one obtained from discharge ( Fig. 3 c). During D2 and C2, the liquid
electrolyte resonance decreases signi fi cantly, while its linewidth
increased by ca. 250 Hz ( Fig. S5 ), implying again the presence of electrolyte decomposition and unwanted parasitic reactions. In fact, the
second cycle of the operandomeasurement is highly dominated by these
decompositions which is similar to what was observed in the literature
[ 14]. This underlines the poor reversibility of the Li –O 2 cell in these
electrolyte solutions.
More supporting characterizations ( e.g. ex situ 7 Li, 17 O, 13 C MAS) are
needed to unambiguously elucidate the nature of the degradation products formed here. Regardless, this study exempli fies the discrepancy
between the coulometric measurements, suggesting the reversible formation of Li 2 O 2 , and advanced operandoNMR measurements that show
here extended degradation of the cell reversibility and formation of
parasitic products. This re flects the benefi ts of using operandotechniques
to capture the parasitic reactions in real-time and ultimately decipher the
complex electrochemical reactions inside operating Li –O 2 batteries.

spectra) was fi tted with five individual Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) lines.
The fi tting was carried out by constraining the chemical shifts for the
pristine Li metal and its microstructures (249 , 259 and 271 ppm) and
allowing an auto-iteration to fi t with the line widths and amplitudes of all
fi ve resonances, along with the chemical shifts of the two diamagnetic
Li þ peaks (~2.5 and ~4 ppm). Examples of the fits are shown in Fig. 3 a.
Each resonance ’ s integrated area was plotted as function of cycling in
Fig. 3 b, offering time-resolved quantitative information on the different
lithium components in the Li –O 2 cell. The errors were deduced based on
the propagation of errors found in the fi tted line width and amplitude
(reported by DM fi t), which are proportional to the area of a G/L line.
Overall the errors are small and consistent throughout the operandodata
indicating a reliable fitting protocol. Larger errors are found mostly for
the mossy and dendrite peaks (with a mean of 2.7% and 7.0%, respectively). This re flects the diffi culty of fi tting the extensive overlapping
signals. It should be noted that the use of a short recycle delay (5 s) in the
data acquisitions may hindered the spectral interpretation since different
T 1 relaxations (long and short) are expected for the different Li þ species
formed during the electrochemistry reactions, which would contribute to
the broad signal at 4 ppm and the sharp electrolyte peak at 2.5 ppm.
Regardless, the time-dependence peak area of the different Li/Li þ
contributions show discrete trends during the difference cycling processes (Fig. 3 b). Herein, we will discuss chronologically in detail the
operandodata following the electrochemical discharge-charge processes.
During the first discharge (D1), we observed a depletion of the Li
metal anode ( Fig. 3 b). This re flects as expected the Li stripping from the
anode (Li
Li þ þ e ). On the contrary, a sudden appearance of a broad
resonance at 4 ppm is observed during the discharge process and followed by a gradual rise with a positive linear slope ( ΔS ¼ þ 0.43), suggesting a rapid formation of discharge solids containing Li þ (Fig. 3 b).
Based on the ex situ XRD and SEM results ( Fig. 2 ) and on the theoretical
Li 2 O 2 ), the
reaction of Li þ and O 2 to form Li 2 O 2 (2Li þ þ 2e – þ O 2
discharge products could include the relevant Li 2 O 2 product together
with other Li þ species. Unfortunately, the small shift range for the
diamagnetic Li þ species ( < 10 ppm) hinders the identi fi cation of the
different compounds. However, one could take advantage of the quadrupolar 7 Li by examining the satellite transition signals to distinguish the
Li þ contributions from those with symmetrical environments. A previous
ex situ NMR study [ 19 ] has shown a very distinct 7 Li static spectral pro file
between Li 2 O 2 and Li 2 CO 3 : a pair of satellite transition signals are
apparent for Li 2 CO 3 but absent for Li 2 O 2 . This suggests a considerable
quadrupolar interaction for the former. On this basis, Fig. S4a shows no
apparent (or very small) satellite signals at the end of D1 (t ¼ 18 h) which
could therefore inexplicitly indicates the sole presence of Li 2 O 2 at the end
of the fi rst discharge. However, one should consider that other Li þ species with insigni ficant 7 Li quadrupolar interaction could also contribute
to the overall broad signal at 4 ppm. Apart from the possible formation of
Li 2 O 2 in D1, we interestingly observe a decrease in Li þ of the liquid
electrolyte ( Fig. 3 b, negative ΔS of 0.15), implying an electrolyte ’ s
consumption through decomposition reactions in discharge. The
observed non-linearity may indicate the occurrence of multiple processes, which is in line with the previous studies on DME-based electrolytes that demonstrated that the singlet oxygen and Li 2 O 2 produced in
discharge could react with the glyme electrolyte to produce compounds
such as Li 2 CO 3 , Li-acetate and -formate [ 10,14]. These compounds can
also account for the growth of the broad signal at 4 ppm during D1, but
we suspect the extents should be small since no apparent satellite signals
are observed ( Fig. S4 , t ¼ 18 h) as their quadrupolar interactions are
expected to be signifi cant to the line shape [ 19 ,42,43].
Unlike D1, the fi rst charge (C1) is marked by a sudden growth of the
total Li metal signal ( Fig. 3 b), corresponding to the predicted reverse
reaction of Li plating during charge. The Li metal is mostly deposited in
the form of mossy Li or Li dendrites ( Fig. 3 b). Singularly, the initial
amount of Li that was present before cycling is not fully recovered,
suggesting that not all the lithium that was exchanged for the formation
of Li 2 O 2 in discharge is reversibly going back in charge to the anode. This

4. Conclusions
As a proof of concept, this work successfully establishes an operando
static 7 Li NMR investigation of the discharge-charge of a Li –O 2 battery.
By speci fically designing a dedicated cell (double-compartment cylindrical cell) with an oxygen gas reservoir, cycling of a Li –O 2 cell is possible
inside the NMR magnet during spectra acquisition. The operandoresults
have unveiled the evolution of the lithium anode microstructures, the
growth of discharge products on the cathode, and an extensive amount of
degradation products. In agreement with previous investigations performed in the literature, these experiments highlight the crucial
5
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challenges and barriers for ef fi cient Li-air batteries, such as the high
reactivity of the discharge products and electrolyte, precluding, for now,
the commercialization of this technology. Aside from the Li –O 2 chemistry, this study paves the way to operando NMR analysis of alternative
promising metal-O 2 batteries such as Na –O 2 , Al –O 2 or Zn–O 2 batteries
(which could also bene fi t from their larger chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling windows), or any electrochemical device involving gas.
As such, fuel cells present the common feature to metal-air batteries of
providing gas to the cell. The design could be adapted to study fuel cells,
providing a continuous flow offuels and oxidants in the cell. This will
represent a signi ficant step towards operando NMR offuel cells, only
scarcely envisioned due to technical dif ficulties [ 45,46]. Finally,
following the recent advances in in situ MAS NMR [ 26], the cylindrical
design with a close-gas system introduced here could potentially be integrated into a spinning cell for in situ MAS NMR (stop-and-MAS) of Li –O 2
cells. This would drastically enhance the spectral resolution and bring
additional insights for gaining a complete picture of the chemical and
electrochemical mechanisms inside an operating cell. For example, it
would offer the possibility of probing the enriched 17 O nucleus [ 19],
which has a much larger span of chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling
to decipher the different solid-based products in the Li –O 2 chemistry.
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Figure S1. Spectral results of two independent operando 7Li NMR measurements with two
individual Li-O2 cells of the same components: CNTs in 1m LiTFSI in DME. Operando spectra
of the first complete cycle are shown. The similar spectral evolution of the broad resonance
illustrate the reproducibility potential with the double-compartment cell.

Figure S2. Evolution of the potential as function of (a) time and (b) capacity of a Li-O2 cell
with a carbon black electrode cycled at 100 mA gc-1 with a capacity limited to 500 mAh gc-1 in
1M LiTFSI in DME. (c) SEM image of a carbon black electrode discharged up to 500 mAh gc1
at 100 mA gc-1 in 1M LiTFSI in DME. Scale bar 1 µm.

Figure S3. XRD pattern of the pristine CNT electrode.

Figure S4. (a) 7Li line shape comparison between the spectrum of t = 18 (end of D1) and 40 h
(end of C1). The satellite transition signals of the broad resonance (at 4 ppm; Li+-solids) are
evident at t = 40 h, but not at t = 18 h. (b) The broad resonance at 4 ppm was fitted with a
single Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) line for t = 18 h; whilst a combination of G/L and
quadrupolar lines was used for t = 40 h. The fitting was carried out with Topspin.
Based on figure S4, it is evident that at 40 h (end of first charge), the broad resonance can be
deconvoluted with two individual lines. The quadrupolar line with satellite transitions could
be ascribed to the Li+-solid species with significant CQ. This could include Li2CO3 [1] and
organic compounds such as Li acetate [2] and formate [3]. On the other hand, the G/L line
could correspond to Li2O2 [1].
The red G/L line corresponds to the fit of the broad resonance at 4 ppm shown in Figure 3 and
its discussion in the manuscript. Note that for t = 40 h, the G/L fit (red line) accounts for both
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Li+ species with insignificant CQ (i.e. Li2O2, etc…) and significant CQ (i.e. Li2CO3, Li+-organic
compounds…).
Indeed, one could carry out the same deconvolution shown in (b) for the entire operando data
to offer an in-depth deduction of the different Li+ solid species and electrolyte hidden in the
broad resonance.
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Figure S5. A plot of the line width evolution of the sharp resonance at ~2 ppm (Li+ electrolyte).
The line widths were deconvoluted by DMFit.
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